Abstract Model and code co-changing is about the coordinated modification of models and code during evolution. Intermittent inconsistencies are a common occurrence during co-changing. A partial co-change is the period in which the developer changed, say, the model but has not yet propagated the change to the code. Inconsistency feedback can be provided to developers for helping them to complete partial co-changes. However, there is no evidence whether such inconsistency feedback is useful to developers. To investigate this problem, we conducted a controlled experiment with 36 subjects who were required to complete ten partially completed change tasks between models and code of two non-trivial systems. The tasks were of different levels of complexity depending on how many model diagrams they affected. All subjects had to work on all change tasks but sometimes with and sometimes without inconsistency feedback. We then measured differences between task effort and correctness. We found that when subjects were given inconsistency feedback during tasks, they were 268% more likely to complete the co-change correctly compared to when they were not given inconsistency feedback. We also found that when subjects were not given inconsistency feedback, they nearly always failed in completing co-change tasks with high complexity where the partially completed changes were spread across different diagrams in the model. These findings suggest that inconsistency feedback (i.e. detection and repair) should form an integral part of co-changing, regardless of whether the code or the model changes first. Furthermore, these findings suggest that merely having access to changes (as with the given partially completed changes) is insufficient for effective co-changing.
Introduction
· 3 change requests), we obtained 281 completed solutions -7.9/10 completed tasks per subject on average. Our findings showed that subjects working with inconsistency feedback solved 268% more correct tasks than those without inconsistency feedback (59 correct tasks with consistency feedback as opposed to 22 tasks without feedback). We found that the correctness improved regardless of the type of project or the direction of the change. Hence, this benefit is solely the result of the availability of inconsistency feedback. Inconsistency feedback thus helps engineers to correctly propagate changes between model and code.
Surprisingly, the findings seemed to show little difference in effort for subjects with and without inconsistency feedback. A deeper analysis revealed that, when deprived of inconsistency feedback, subjects mostly failed to solve certain tasks entirely. We found that this applied particularly to tasks with higher complexity where the changes affected multiple diagrams of a model (e.g., engineers had to understand a class and a sequence diagram change together to understand how to co-change the code).
Our results imply that inconsistency feedback is an essential complement for change propagation between model and code. Merely understanding model changes is not sufficient to understand how to co-change the code and vice versa. Given the strong correctness benefit, we argue that the use of inconsistency feedback should be common practice not just for error detection but also be change propagations/co-evolution given that there is almost no cost involved in using consistency checking mechanisms (e.g., Nentwich et al [NEFE03] , Egyed [Egy11] , Musuvathi et al [MPC + 02] ) and given that many commonly usable consistency rules are available [TLG14] . We believe that there are likely subsequent benefits that stem from the quicker availability of inconsistency feedback for more correct models or code which we did not measure since it was out of the scope of this paper. Given that we chose two reasonably complex projects, ten diversely complex change request tasks, two task directions, and different kinds of UML diagrams, we believe that our findings have significant value to the software engineering community. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work in the area of consistency checking and similar experiments. Section 3 presents the experimental set-up in-depth and the variables that were taken into consideration. Section 4 reports the results and the findings of the experiment. In Section 5, we discuss the threats to validity and how threats were mitigated or avoided. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and discusses possible areas of future research.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no empirical study ever investigated the benefits of inconsistency feedback for engineers between code and models. However, there is significant related work on consistency checking mechanisms and consistency rules. Krishnan and Kellner [KK99] reported the relation between software defects and the lack of software process consistency in an empirical study. The study was based on 45 products from leading software vendors which adopted various practices of the Capability Maturity Model (CMM). Their focus was on the number of produced defects in a product when the vendors do not consistently follow the processes described in the CMM. The authors found that consistent adoption of CMM practices and personal capability of the team reduce the number of product defects in a developed system.
Mäder and Egyed [ME12, ME15] conducted a similar experiment to measure if traceability benefits software developers when they evolve and maintain a software system. [ME15] extended the work presented in [ME12] and presented the effect on performance that the subjects had with the use of traces during their maintenance and development tasks. They found that effort and quality improved if subjects had available traceability. While traceability links are not the same as consistency rules, they do both imply dependencies -albeit in different ways. Hence, it can be argued that any manner which helps developers understanding relationships say between model and code, is useful.
Spanoudakis and Zisman [SZ01] discovered that different stakeholders produced inconsistencies in overlapping models in their survey. They presented their findings as parts of a process for identifying and resolving inconsistencies. They also presented processes for identifying overlapping models and, how to diagnose inconsistencies on these overlapping models. Finally, they described the handling, tracking and management of inconsistencies for these overlapping models.
Usman et al. [UNhKsC08] presented consistency checking techniques for UML models in their survey. They found that nearly all consistency checking techniques are based on rules and monitor these rules on the UML models. They analyzed each tool with their defined parameters e.g. Nature of consistency checking, UML diagrams, UML version etc. and they classified the techniques according to their intermediate representation.
These studies have shown the potential of consistency checking and fixing mechanisms but they did not show the effect for engineers when correcting inconsistencies between model and code. This is the objective of our empirical study to explore any benefit of such mechanisms. Thus, the nature of our study differs from the previous work described in this section.
Method
This section details the method used in our controlled experiment with student subjects and allows its reproducibility. The subjects had to manually complete change requests between model and code based on consistency rules provided to them. For some of these change requests, we provided inconsistency feedback. For others we did not. In total, subjects had to complete ten such change requests with different degrees of complexity. The task complexity was based on the number of diagram types a change request affected -simple tasks affected one type of diagram, complex tasks affected two or more types of diagrams. The premise was always the same: the subjects were given an already changed model or code together with a change description; and they were asked to propagate the changes to the unchanged code or model. This is where the consistency information came into play. Inconsistency feedback becomes relevant after the model or code changes. The experiment thus explored if the availability of inconsistency feedback made a difference in propagating the initial changes.
We define inconsistencies as situations where engineering artifacts are contradictory. Since, this experiment focused on model and code, inconsistencies imply that model and code are out of synchronization. Our working assumption was that the initial change to the model or code was correct and the inconsistencies was the result of not yet having propagated the change to the code or model respectively.
Inconsistencies are defined through consistency rules -which describe a condition that must hold [UNhKsC08] . Since our experiment focused on models and code (specifically UML class, state and sequence diagrams as well as Java source code), we considered consistency rules between model and code applied in this experiment, Table 1 among messages must correspond to the sequence of calls in the code.
A change request came in two variations: either the code was changed by us and the subjects were asked to resolve inconsistencies with the model; or the model was changed by us and hence subjects had to resolve inconsistencies with the code. Regardless of task, project or change direction, the consistency rules were always the same.
To control the experiment, a laboratory was used. The allocated time slot for the experiment was three hours. Since the laboratory could not accommodate all subjects at once, we performed the experiment three times in a row with roughly 12 subjects each. The data were analyzed as one set because each setup was identical and this experiment should not be considered a family of experiments [BSL99] but rather as one experiment.
The three groups' experiment parameters were kept constant. A procedure was set up that followed a predefined schedule. Instructions were given to subjects orally. A demo change request was done together with the subjects to familiarize them to the tasks. An initial session of 20 minutes was reserved for this. Subjects could ask questions. Since, we considered each subject's individual effort and correctness as part of the experimental analysis, subjects were not allowed to interact with one another during the experiment.
Subjects
The subjects performed the experiment as a supplementary part of a software engineering course. We asked them to volunteer for this experiment and their participation was not a mandatory part of their course. We did not exclude any volunteering student from the experiment. We had 36 subjects, all bachelor-level computer science students at our university: 31 were male and five were female. Their mean age was 23.7 years with the youngest subject having been 20 years old and the oldest subject having been 38 years old. Their professional programming experience ranged from 0 years (no experience) to 17 years. The average professional experience for the subjects was two years. As computer science students, all had extensive academic programming experiences; all were familiar with Java and UML. The subjects had an average Java experience of three years and about one year of UML modeling experience. The results from these subjects can be generalized for the target group of junior engineers.
Independent Variables
The experiment aimed to measure the effort and correctness of subjects while they resolved the inconsistencies stemming from the change requests. Every subject received the same change request tasks -half the tasks with inconsistency feedback and the other half without inconsistency feedback. Every subject thus had tasks with and without feedback. Furthermore, every subject had to work on both change directions -half the tasks focusing on model-to-code changes and the other half focusing on code-to-model changes. This setup avoided accidental groups of "good" subjects or "bad" subjects. We prepared ten tasks for two different projects to ensure that our findings were not limited to a specific project or a specific task. Each project had five tasks. Each task involved types of UML diagrams. Moreover, the tasks were of different complexity. Two tasks affected one UML diagram type; two tasks affected two UML diagram types and one task affected all three UML diagram types. Each change request task has a model-to-code and code-to-model direction with or without inconsistency feedback.
Hence, the experiment s independent variables were: the project, the change direction, the (availability of) inconsistency feedback and the complexity of the tasks. The independent variables are described in detail next.
Projects
We used two different projects to ensure that the results are applicable beyond a specific project. The first project was an open source monopoly game called "Matador" and the second project was a proprietary calendar application called "Calendarium". Both projects were implemented in Java and they were selected because of the availability of source code and different UML diagrams types.
The game project Matador is a Monopoly-like game with some alterations from the original Monopoly game. It is quite small with <6KLOC across 37 Java classes. Altogether with six diagrams and 661 model elements were available. The calendar application Calendarium is larger with 21KLOC across 150 Java classes. It has 12 UML diagrams and 2843 model elements. Nevertheless, the size of these project was ideal for a three hours experiment while being diverse and complex enough. Note that the sizes of the projects, as seen in Table 2 , vary among tasks because of the changes we made to trigger the experiments. The data set is archived in the FigShare platform 1 to be used for reproducibility purposes. programmer then needs to implement in the code. Or a programmer could perform the requested changes first which the modeler will then document in the model. Consequently, inconsistencies may arise from either model changes or code changes in both directions. Regardless, these inconsistencies need to be resolved. Thus, for each of the ten tasks, we created two change directions: a task could either be initiated by model changes that need to be propagated to code; or by code changes that need to be propagated to the model. Each subject was randomly assigned a change direction for each task. Every subject thus had five model to code and five code to model change requests.
Change Direction

Inconsistency Feedback
The experiment examined the impact of having knowledge about inconsistencies between model and code. Thus, another independent variable was the availability of such knowledge. We considered consistency rules that cut between model and code. Consistency rules imposed by the specific languages for their artifacts are not violated by the created tasks and they are respected by the participants. Table 1 presented the rules that must hold between the model and code. Table 3 presents example messages for each consistency rule that subjects had to consider as part of the inconsistency feedback.
Complexity of Task
We choose ten change request tasks with increasing complexity. We define the task complexity to be related to the number of diagrams a task is affecting. Multi diagram tasks are more complex than one diagram tasks since multiple elements must be consistent not only between model and code but also across the affected diagrams. On the code side, multi diagram tasks usually affect multiple classes and methods in them in order to achieve consistency between the model and the code. Four change requests were designed to affect only one kind of diagram, e.g., class diagram only or statechart diagram only. Four more change requests were designed to affect two types of diagrams, e.g., class and sequence diagrams or sequence and statechart diagrams. The last two change request tasks were designed to affect all types of diagrams, e.g., class, sequence and statechart diagrams. The tasks covered actual change requests that can occur in a project development phase where change can affect multiple type of model diagrams and code places. Every task is designed to be totally independent from the others task of the project.
Dependent Variables
The experiment measured the performance of subjects resolving inconsistencies when inconsistency feedback was provided in contrast to when it was not provided. To measure the performance, we observe two variables: 1) the time (effort) subjects required to perform each change request task and 2) the correctness of each provided solution. The time variable describes the duration a subject required to complete a task. The time was measured in minutes and it was calculated by subjects recording the start and end times for every task they worked on. The correctness variable describes the correctness of the given solution with respect to resolved existing inconsistencies. Correctness is a categorical variable with three discrete values, incorrect, partially correct and correct. Each solution required multiple changes to be performed for the solution to be complete. We split the changes into three groups of related changes (e.g, method renaming was one group, class relationships was another group, etc.). Subsequently, we assessed how many of these groups the subjects had completed. Tasks for which subjects did not complete any group were considered incorrect. Tasks for which one or two groups were completed were considered partially correct. Finally, tasks for which all three groups of changes were completed were considered as correct. Correctness was assessed by three people, two authors and an external person.
Experiment Variations
The experiment was designed with two projects in mind that every subject would have worked on, each with five change request tasks. Each task has a direction (model change to code or code change to model). A change direction was either supplemented with inconsistency feedback or it was not. Hence, there were 2x2x5 = 20 possible settings how the experiment could unfold (following the factorial design [BHH05] ). While the tasks were randomly assigned to subjects, we ensured that all possible task variations were included. However, every setting had the tasks of each project being grouped together. Thus, a subject could start with Matador or Calendarium project and had to complete its tasks before the subject could move to the next project.
Experiment Tool
The experiment was conducted using the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 2 in the Java development edition. We installed the UML Designer plug-in 3 for the UML model of the projects. We did not use any other tools for the experiment since the Eclipsed IDE with the modeling plug-in could serve both developer roles (Modeler and Programmer). The use of a standard IDE was preferred over the development of a specialized tool due to the support for both types of work artifacts for the experiment and the familiarity this tool had among all subjects.
Procedure and Material
Before the start of the experiment, we provided informational material to subjects. The material contained a questionnaire about the demographic information of the subjects. We also provided a demo task to illustrate an example of the problem and the solution (another task which was not used in the experiment but served for training purposes only). Finally, the subjects received the list of ten tasks they had to complete. The experiment did not require the subjects to be aware of the functionality of the projects. We spent the initial 20 minutes of the experiment for a briefing. The briefing included the subjects filling in the required demographic information and then proceeding to explaining the purpose and scope of the experiment. This briefing also included, a presentation about the Eclipse IDE and its modeling perspective for the UML model of the task. During the presentation of Eclipse IDE, we also discussed the demo task to provide a concrete example.
Main Experiment Part
Following the briefing, the subjects started the main phase of the experiment. In this phase, each subject had to solve the ten tasks in the assigned order. Initial test runs (conducted with other students beforehand) showed that the tasks were solvable in roughly three hours. Therefore, we considered three hours working time to be sufficient for the experiment. For each task, subjects had to record the start and end times on their own task sheets. The changes had to be implemented using the Eclipse IDE. Both the task sheets and the workspaces of the Eclipse IDEs (this is where the model and code is stored) were collected at the end of the experiment to measure time and correctness.
After the experiment The final step was to check the answers provided by the subjects for correctness and to record the data in an excel sheet for further statistical analysis. In this step, we filled the column with the correctness value after checking one by one the answers of the subjects. Correctness was checked by three people independently. Differences were discussed and resolved to derive a single answer for each task: Correct, partially correct, or incorrect. The recorded time was also stored in the same excel sheet for the analysis phase. Unfinished tasks were rejected from the analysis process since they could not be measured in respect to time and correctness.
Analysis and Results
This section analyses the results we gathered from the performed experiment. The research questions provide the motivation for the following analysis of the results.
Research Questions
In this experiment we are investigating the effect of inconsistency feedback provided to engineers resolving inconsistencies. We will answer the following research questions.
1. What is the effect of inconsistency feedback on correctness when engineers are presented with inconsistent models and code changes?
2. What is the effect of inconsistency feedback on time (effort)?
3. Does the complexity of the tasks affect time and correctness? Since, the data was normally distributed, we performed the Bartlett's homogeneity test [SC89] (K-squared = 5.3777, p-value = 0.1461) which provided no evidence for lack of the variance homogeneity. We have considered the following formula for the ANOVA analysis for the time depended variable
For the ANOVA analysis, we observe six different columns, the degree of freedom (Df) which is the number of freedom of a variable, the sum of squares (Sum Sq) is the sum of squares of the deviations of values from the expected value, the mean squares (Mean Sq) is the division of Sum Sq by the Df, the F value which is the ration between two mean squares that forms the basis for a hypothesis test, the p-value the probability to obtain the statistic F value if the null hypothesis is true and the Significance(Signif) where it shows the effect of a independent variable to the outcome of a dependent variable.
In Table 4 , we see that the inconsistency feedback independent variable has an effect on the time dependent variable in correlation with project and direction independent variables. This means that the time is affected by the provided feedback both when the project changes and when the direction is different. We need to examine in the detailed analysis to find out in what way time is affected. In this ANOVA analysis, we also see a variation in time between the subjects resolving tasks in the different projects. We expected that due to the difference in size and nature of the two projects. We also performed ANOVA on the second depended variable correctness. The formula used for the ANOVA is Correctness ∼ F eedback * Change Direction * P roject * T ask Complexity (2)
In Table 5 , we observe that the variance of correctness is mostly affected by the inconsistency feedback independent variable. This is interesting since multiple other variables are changing but they do not seem to have a large effect in the correctness depended variable. The only ones that have some effect into the dependent variables are the direction and complexity. Complexity was expected to have some effect since our subjects have different level of experience, providing an interest point towards the effect of direction to correctness. After the analysis of the variance for the two dependent variables, we present the overall time and correctness results of the subjects participated in the experiment. In total, we had 360 tasks: 180 with inconsistency feedback and 180 without inconsistency feedback. The subjects completed 141 tasks with inconsistency feedback and 140 without feedback. In order to answer our first research question, we present the analysis in the correctness variable in subsection 4.3 where we examine overall correctness and correctness per independent variable.
Research Question 1
Revisiting our first question, we are interested in identifying the effect of inconsistency feedback for subjects correctly resolving change tasks. Table 6 presents the correctness of the subjects in fixing inconsistencies at the requested tasks. We observe that subjects with inconsistency feedback have solved almost three time more correct tasks than without inconsistency feedback. This overall 268% increase is seen by having 59 correct tasks for subjects with inconsistency feedback and only 22 correct tasks for subjects without inconsistency feedback. The partially correct tasks remained at the same levels for subjects with and without inconsistency feedback. Table 6 showed overall correctness. In the following, we will further examine the correctness with respect to the different projects and the change request direction. We expect from the variance analysis above that we would not have any significant difference from the overall analysis for the independent variables Projects and Direction seen in Table 5 . Table 7 verifies the findings from the ANOVA analysis about the correctness improvement due to inconsistency feedback. We see that in both projects, inconsistency feedback improved task correctness more than 200% with partially correct task remaining in the same levels for both groups. It is interesting to observe that the correctness with inconsistency feedback is better for the larger project "Calendarium" than compared to the smaller project "Matador". This suggests that the importance of inconsistency feedback improves with project size but more data is needed to confirm this.
Finally, as can be seen in Table 8 , the different change directions do not affect the correctness of inconsistency feedback regardless of direction. The benefit is respectively 285% and 237% for both model to code inconsistencies and code to model inconsistencies. Thus, we conclude that both designers and programmers can benefit equally from inconsistency feedback in keeping model and code consistent.
Research Question 2
Next, we are discussing the effect of inconsistency feedback on the effort that engineers need in identifying and resolving inconsistencies. We measure the effort with the time subjects needed for completing their tasks.
In Table 9 , we see that the mean overall time that subjects required to complete the tasks without inconsistency feedback is in fact smaller than those with inconsistency feedback. This is the case for all above scenarios for tasks (all task, correct tasks, correct and partially correct tasks). In the case of the correct task, we also observe that the medium time is almost identical. We will explore this phenomenon with the time variable further down in subsection 4.5 where we present a more detailed analysis on the effort required by the subjects to complete the tasks with and without inconsistency feedback. Table 10 presents the mean time of the subjects completing task correct or partially correct between the two projects. We observe that in both projects the mean time of the subjects is slightly higher for those having inconsistency feedback than those without inconsistency feedback. We expected a variation between the subjects with and without inconsistency feedback based on the variance analysis of the time dependent variable when correlated to the inconsistency feedback.
According to the ANOVA analysis, we expect a variation for the time measurements between the different directions of the tasks. In Table 11 , we observe that the model to code change request tasks have benefited in time from the inconsistency feedback which was expected since a model change usually is required to be implemented with a specific way to the code. Interestingly, the code to model direction is far from being considered benefited by the inconsistency feedback since there is large time difference between subjects with inconsistency feedback and subjects without it.
In order to understand what is happening with the time measurements, we are going to limit the comparison groups to only correct tasks to see if the same results are present.
We again observe in Table 12 that subjects without feedback took less time than the subjects with inconsistency feedback. This is interesting because we expected before the experiment that the subjects with the inconsistency feedback will require less effort to complete the tasks. Thus, we need to examine deeper into the correct tasks to reveal the causes of such diversion from our expectation. From Table 10 and Table 11 , we see that the time was not favorably affected by inconsistency feedback. However, not all tasks have the same complexity. Therefore, we investigated more carefully how time and correctness are influenced by the tasks' complexity. The findings are presented into the subsection below where we present the effect of complexity to the effort of subjects completing tasks and what kind of tasks were able to complete with and without inconsistency feedback. 
Research Question 3
Initially, we examined the effort subjects used based on the complexity of the tasks in order to investigate their effect on the mean time for the subjects with inconsistency feedback. In our experiment, we included tasks that are of different complexity. For each project, we have two tasks that are simple and affect only one kind of diagrams, two that affect two kinds of diagrams and one task that affects all three kinds of diagrams in the model. We grouped these tasks into simple tasks (i.e. one diagram type affected) and complex tasks (i.e. two or three diagram types affected). We also observed in Table 9 that the time subjects took to complete tasks are relative better for those without feedback. However, this does not unveil the effect of the tasks' complexity on the overall mean time for correct tasks.
In Table 13 , we present the correct tasks divided by their different complexity with and without inconsistency feedback. We see that the number of complex tasks being resolved correctly are higher (31) with consistency feedback than without inconsistency feedback (10). We also observe that when feedback was provided, the number of complex correct tasks is higher than the simple ones (31 vs 28). Whereas without inconsistency feedback the number of complex tasks is lower than the simple tasks (10 vs 12). Table 14 similarly shows that the mean time for tasks divided by their different complexity with and without inconsistency feedback. It shows that for simple tasks when inconsistency feedback is not provided, their mean time is significantly lower than when inconsistency feedback is provided. This explains the overall mean time being relatively better for the subjects without inconsistency feedback since the simple tasks were the most resolved tasks in that case. Herein, the overall mean time without inconsistency feedback is mainly affected by the time subjects required for simple tasks.
Furthermore, in Table 14 we see that the mean time for correct complex tasks is lower for subjects with inconsistency feedback. This suggests that subjects benefited by inconsistency feedback when resolving complex tasks. However, when inconsistency feedback was not provided, the number of correct complex tasks per affected types of diagrams is statistically insufficient (e.g., two tasks for class*sequence) to draw conclusions.
Journal of Object Technology, vol. 18, no. 2, 2019 · 15 Figure 1 presents the number of correct complex tasks based on the different UML diagram types when providing inconsistency feedback or not. There are four types of tasks that affect multiple diagrams. The tasks for all three diagrams and for a class and sequence diagrams are present in both projects. The class*statechart task is present only in the "Callendarium" project while the sequence*statechart is present only in the "Matador" project. This explains their lower number in Figure 1 in contrast to the other two combinations. We choose to have the class*sequence task interleaving between the two projects because there are the most commonly used diagrams in UML modeling. The class*sequence*statechart task is also present in both projects since it is the most complex task. Figure 1 shows that all different complex tasks benefit from inconsistency feedback. In particular, the correct class*sequence tasks and class*sequence*statechart were respectively five and three times higher when inconsistency feedback was provided.
We performed the same analysis for the simple task to see which UML diagram type is more affected by the inconsistency feedback. We have class diagram tasks present only in the "Callendarium" project while we have statechart diagram tasks present only in the "Matador" project. Sequence diagram tasks are present in both projects. Figure 2 shows the number of corrects simple tasks per diagram type. We have twice as many sequence diagram tasks compared to the other two diagram types, because we included this task type in both projects. Another interesting observation is that sequence and statechart diagrams are favored around two times when inconsistency feedback is applied while the class diagram type tasks are improved by three times. This subsequently leads to class diagrams being the most favored among simple tasks Figure 2 shows that all different simple tasks benefit as well from inconsistency feedback.
Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the threats to validity ( [FM10] , [HP00] ) of this study and explain how we mitigated these dangers in this experiment.
External Validity
A possible external validity threat is the use of students as subjects in the experiment. Recent studies [SMJ15, SAW08] have shown that students can be valid subjects for experiments and that students are well representative when it comes to developing tasks. To reduce the effect of this threat, we included students with a variety of professional and academic experience in programming and modeling. We had subjects with minimum knowledge of programming and modeling and subjects which are considered experienced programmers.
From the subjects used in the experiment, one may conclude that our generalization group is junior engineers. This limitation is present in the use of students as subjects but we expect that consistency feedback will be beneficial to senior engineers working on larger projects. Thus, we expect to have similar findings for also more experienced engineers but reproducing the experiment with practitioners is required to make conclusions.
Another possible threat is the chosen projects. We chose to have two projects which were both implemented in Java but we expect that this does not affect the results in any other programming languages since consistency checking does not focuses on programming language specific aspects but rather on the existence of key modeling aspects that should also be found in the code.
Our study was performed on projects that were medium and large for the scope and the three hours time subjects were asked to participate. Both projects had models that consisted of three type of diagrams: class, sequence and statechart diagrams. The projects were applications in different nature, a game and a calendar, thus, we can avoid the possibility of the results to be applicable only to the specific nature of a project. The choice to avoid larger more complex (> 1M LOC) projects was deliberately taken because in complex, real-world systems, engineers often have indepth knowledge of the system they are designing and maintaining. Thus, they are likely to know where to propagate changes when inconsistencies arise. By choosing smaller projects, we aimed at mitigating the subjects' unfamiliarity and difficulty to understand the projects.
However, the fact that we found strong benefit in correctly resolving inconsistencies in projects of this size, implies that more complex projects will be equally (or better) affected by the use of consistency feedback to resolve inconsistencies. We also believe that in more complex projects, we can gain effort as well since the complexity of the inconsistencies will be higher than in the projects used in our experiment.
Finally, we choose to use a real life IDE for the experiment in order to imitate real working environments and condition for the experiment and the subjects.
Internal Validity
To avoid variability in knowledge between the subjects, we made sure not to provide any information about the experiment prior to the date of the experiment. All material was made available to the subjects during the beginning of the experiment and they were kept at a minimum. We asked the subjects after the briefings if they had any questions but apart from some organizational questions, they claimed to be ready for the experiment. The subjects had no prior knowledge of the projects. They could also not know about the tasks which were created by us for the purpose of this experiment.
To avoid the Hawthorne effect, we used subjects from a course that the authors were not tutor or lecturers so that the subjects will not feel examined from their teacher. We also during the briefing and invitation to participation that their performance in the experiment will not be assessed within their course. We confirm them that their performance was only relevant for metrics within our research group and for only research purposes.
The design of the study is crossover study, a variant of within-subject design in which all participants are exposed sequentially to all variances of the tasks. This design minimizes the number of participants required to identify statistically significant differences between the results [JK14] . This design has the learning effect as a threat. This threat was mitigated by assigning the tasks to the subject in different order. Thus, one subject could get a task as first whereas another subject would get it as last. All tasks were assigned in all different places.
The time that subjects could use to solve the tasks was limited to three hours in total without limitation per task. The time limit was chosen by preliminary test runs (with different subjects). Most of the 36 subjects have completed all of their task, which suggests that the assigned time was sufficient for the average subject. We also did not allow the students to communicate with each other and we provided different set up for each one of them.
We had created the initial changes and inconsistencies, allowing us to control the complexity of each task based on the affected UML diagram types. To reduce the threat of meaningless change requests we created real life inconsistencies from Table 1 between code and models. The goal was to investigate the effect of consistency feedback on the resolved tasks.
Finally, to avoid that completed tasks were incorrectly categorized, we performed the correctness check independently by three different people. In case of diverse opinion among the three, a discussion session was held for concluding the correctness of the specific task.
Construct Validity
The experiment aimed to evaluate the effect of consistency feedback in resolving inconsistencies between collaborating software modelers and software developers. The problem is caused when the selected dependent variables do not relate to the target of the experiment. Inconsistencies usually require the developer's time to be resolved and not all of them are surely resolved correctly. Thus, we chose to assess the effect by measuring the effort and correctness of the subjects resolving the introduced inconsistencies. We measured the effort with the time subjects required to complete each task. Faster time in resolving inconsistencies implies less effort by the subject whereas correctness expects the subjects to resolve all inconsistencies between model and code based on the defined consistency rules.
Conclusion Validity
Possible threats to the statistical conclusion validity are low statistical power, low effect size and violation of the assumptions for the statistical procedure. To avoid these threats, we worked with 36 subjects, created equally sized groups with randomized task assignment. Before the data analysis, we verified the normality assumption using the Shapiro-Wilk test and we used the Bartlett's homogeneity test to verify homogeneity over the time data. Later, we performed the ANOVA analysis of time and correctness variables. However, for a finer grain analysis, such as for the effort (time) of subjects for complex tasks, we need to reproduce the experiment and gather more data points. This is future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the usefulness of inconsistency feedback during the co-change of models and code. We conducted a controlled experiment with 36 subjects that were asked to resolve inconsistencies between model and code. We designed ten change requests tasks of different complexity for two diverse in nature projects. Each task has two directions of co-change one from model to code and one from code to model. Every direction has two variations with consistency feedback provided or not.
For each project, we had a model with three types of UML diagrams (class, sequence, statechart diagrams) and its Java source code.
We found that consistency feedback provides a significant effect in correctly resolving inconsistencies. Subjects with consistency feedback resolved correctly 268% more tasks than those without consistency feedback (59 with consistency feedback versus 22 without). This effect was similarly observed for any direction and any project. Effort was not significantly affected in the overall analysis, leading us to explore deeper the causes for it. Thus, we examined the cause of the time not being affected by consistency feedback focusing on the complexity of the tasks. We found that subject with consistency feedback have resolved correctly three time more complex tasks (31 over 10). Interestingly, with consistency feedback subjects resolved more complex tasks than simple tasks (31 vs 28). Whereas without consistency feedback subjects resolved more simple tasks than complex tasks (12 vs 10). The mean time for simple tasks was significantly lower when consistency feedback was not provided. This resulted in the overall mean time being relatively lower for subjects without consistency feedback. However, the mean time for complex tasks was lower when consistency feedback was provided.
Our findings provide evidence that the consistency feedback, when present, can benefit developers and designers in correctly resolving inconsistencies. In particular when correcting more complex tasks. As future work, we plan to reproduce our experiment to gain more evidence especially to further investigate the effect of consistency feedback on time. At the second experiment, we will add an additional post-study questionnaire to see the level of trust from subjects to the consistency feedback provided.
